FROM COVID-19 TO UTOPIA 2024 CRISIS 2020
CRISIS 2020
The current crisis has hurt everyone: serious sickness, loss of a loved one, loneliness, work and family
problems, fear, narrowed living spaces ... But it has also shown solidarity between people and how
they are willing to consider life differently, to reflect on ‘what’, or rather ‘who’ really counts, what
are the true values and priorities. On behalf of Groen Overijse we resolutely subscribe to these social
changes, also in our municipality.
UTOPIA 2024?
Did you also enjoy reduced noise and pollution? Have you also admired how many people helped
each other? Do you want these changes to be permanent even after the crisis? Socially, we aim for
even more solidarity, more time for neighbors, friends and families, more inclusion. For the
environment, we want to achieve healthier and optimized open spaces. A more pleasant
environment with the help of better mobility, more sustainable energy production and consumption,
more greenery, ...
Is that utopic? No! In this newspaper you will discover a number of achievements and projects that
are close to the heart of Groen-Overijse. Do you have any other dreams that match this vision? Let us
know!

« Every crisis requires
innovative solutions.
Even at local
level we want to
make the best of it »

Discussing and staying in touch other people remains an essential part of life, even in Corona times…

Vicky and Yvonne take care for the elder ones
OVERIJSENAARS MET LEF
We meet the three ladies in Yvonne's backyard at a safe distance from each other. Vicky has been
involved in elder care since childhood. She saw her parents and grandparents take care of their elder
ones and she just carries on doing the same. Today, her profession- she works in a secondary schoolgives her the needed flexibility to take care of her husband's health issues. Later she will do the same
for her parents. In the long term the whole family plans to go and live together in a bigger house
where she can more easily provide the necessary assistance. “My parents gave birth to me and
always helped me. It's my turn to give something in return” says a very determined Vicky.

Three ladies with a hart on the right place: Vicky, Yvonne en Magda take care for other people.
“Of course”, they say.

As a volunteer at the christian health insurance, Yvonne was able to enjoy a training in elderly care.
She thought it would be a good idea to take on this experience. She was right to do so. With her
mother growing old and becoming more and more dependent, she has put the theory into practice
for 12 years now. “Taking care of my mother is like a half-time job, but I wouldn't want it any other
way,” she says. If she for some reason is not available, she can always count on Magda, a former
caregiver in whom she has complete confidence. Yvonne has sacrificed her holidays for the last 12
years to take care of her mother. Both Vicky and Yvonne absolutely want to avoid having their loved
ones go to the nursing home. The damage caused by the coronavirus has only amplified this feeling.
Home care is the best solution for them.
Not a retirement home, but certainly not a hospital. Yvonne would rather drive up and down to the
hospital for the necessary examinations for 7 days in a row than have her mother admitted. In this
sense, she has taken the necessary measures to switch to palliative home care when the time has
come.

LESS QUEUE DRIVING, MORE WALKING AND CYCLING
Safe traffic: it remains a great concern for many people. We know we should use the car less, but...
how do you do that? In Overijse, we have decided to work on safe, full-fledged and pleasant
alternatives first.
LESS TRAFFIC IN VILLAGE CENTERS
In village centers, the pedestrian comes first, then the car. Green strokes will reduce traffic speed. It
will be clear to everyone that you are approaching the village center. You will be forced to drive
slower.

Exit 3 in Maleizen, 8 a.m., in a relatively calm period of Corona.

A WONDERFUL SLOW-ROAD NETWORK
For a few weeks now, we have been working with the non-profit organization ‘Trage Wegen’ on a
real network of slow roads destined to pedestrians and bikers. That network aims to connect all the
centers with each other. What’s more, in the coming years we will offer all hamlets its own beautiful
walking loop.
A SAFE CYCLING NETWORK
We also want a faster network that connects all centers for cyclists. In the spring of 2021, the
connection between Terlanen and Overijse centrum will be completed, with the construction of
concrete strokes in the Grotstraat. Next year we will also connect Terlanen with Eizer and Jezus-Eik.
The connection between the center and Jezus-Eik will also be tackled. De Vuurgatstraat and the
Esdoornlaan in Jesus-Eik will receive biking facilities, and a bicycle tunnel under the ring road in the
extension of the Welriekende dreef will ease the access to Brussels. The Tombeek-Terlanen mobility

study is progressing well. Safe solutions are being developed for the center of the village as well as a
safe connection for cyclers between Terlanen and Maleizen.
A BICYCLE SPEEDWAY
From Maleizen to Jezus-Eik (and Brussels) you will cycle within a few years on the F204, a safe bicycle
speedway.
In the coming years, we will also be installing dozens of covered bicycle parking facilities in Overijse
and propose bicycle-sharing points in every village center.
Further in this newspaper we will tell you more about safe school routes, public transport and carsharing.

Peter Lombaert
« Schepen » for mobility and climate
change
peter.lombaert@overijse.be

THE PLATFORM « OVERIJSE HELPT »: THE FIRST STEP TOWARDS
NEIGHBORHOOD CARE
Myriam wants to develop neighborhood-oriented care throughout Overijse. Less than three months
after taking over the competence for social health and care, the Corona crisis made this an urgent
issue. The solidarity we have seen between the people of Overijse shows that the next step can and
will be a success.
HOW HAS OVERIJSE EXPERIENCED THE CORONA CRISIS UP TILL NOW?
Myriam: First, Overijse, together with 239 other municipalities, has joined the initiative "Give a Day"
resulting in the creation of the platform "Overijse Helpt" that was launched on March 21st. Through
this platform, all requests for help are linked daily to volunteers who offer their help. Secondly, all
80-year-old inhabitants received a personal phone call to enquire on the home situation and propose
help. Finally, informal caregivers (« mantelzorgers”) were actively supported by the homecare
services.

Bio
Myriam Vanderlinden
Has always lived in Overijse
Since january 2020, Myriam is « schepen »
for care and welfare, and social policy, as
well as chairwoman of the special
committee for social
services (Bijzonder Comité voor de Sociale
Dienst)
Myriam looks at the future development
of neighborhood care
WHICH LESSONS CAN BE DRAWN?
Myriam: Through an outreaching network (phone calls, civic organizations, volunteering networks,
home care services) we can anticipate the needs. There is an enormous willingness to help, it is a
matter of bringing all actors together. Inhabitants have discovered their neighborhood, made contact
with the people in their street. This strengthened the social cohesion.

AND WHAT’S NEXT?
Myriam: The "Overijse Helpt" platform has given insight in neighborhood-oriented care. Its goal is to
keep help and care accessible, available and affordable for everyone.
This is only possible through good cooperation between all professional actors, such as home care
organizations, home nurses, cleaning services ... together with the informal care providers
(neighbors, volunteers and informal caregivers) and the civil organizations. The platform "Overijse
Helpt" has provided us with a tool to manage supply and demand.

ACTION PLAN AGAINST FOOD WASTE

In Overijse, we throw away 2700 tons of food into the waste bin every year. For no reason. That is a
gigantic waste of food. And it is mainly us, the inhabitants, the households, who are responsible for
this. More than 2000 tons! This is also a huge waste of money. Together we throw more than 4.1
million euros into the garbage, in the form of food. At the same time there are children going to
school with no lunch box.
Carol Guns
Municipal coucillor
carolguns@gmail.com

Wasting less food saves money and it is an important solution against global warming!
Our food waste is responsible for almost 4000 tons of CO2 equivalent. If we want to be a climate
neutral municipality by 2050, then we have no choice but to work on
“AN ACTION PLAN AGAINST FOOD WASTE”
A first workshop gathered around 30 people that made the outlines of such an action plan. This is
done in collaboration with our neighbor municipalities. The project is supported by our province and
the ‘Foodwin’ organization. This fall we will meet a few more times, probably online.
This action plan is the first step towards a genuine local food strategy
Our goal is not only to reduce food waste but also to promote the short chain economy, bring
consumers and producers closer together; focus on sustainable agriculture and promote healthy
food.
If you like to participate in this action plan against food waste? Send a message to
peter.lombaert@overijse.be or call 0478 369 367.

AN AMBITIOUS CLIMATE PLAN

Overijse has the ambition to be climate neutral by 2050. This is only possible if we all act together. In
the coming years, the municipality will ensure a safe cycling and walking network, it is up to you to
leave the car on the side more often.

Ingrid Degand
Municipal councillor
idegand@proximus.be

In 2020 we’ve invested more than 600,000 euros to replace existing public lighting lamps by led
lighting. In total 932 lamps consuming each at least 100W were replaces with LED lamps. Those 932
lamps account for 40% of our total consumption. As a result of these replacements our CO2
emissions will drop with 50 tons in one year, a huge gain of energy.
Together with the neighboring municipalities, we work on a regional climate plan, and want to
insulate thousands of homes in the coming years, install solar panels on hundreds of roofs with the
help of the energy cooperation ‘Druifkracht’.
We want rainwater to infiltrate locally into the ground as much as possible. Streets will be broken
up, ditches will be dug, more trees planted. You too can switch to rainwater for use in the bathroom
and garden. Our municipality provides subsidies when you place a rainwater cistern in your house
(see https://www.premiezoeker.be/premie_info?premie=41160 )

A SMALL WAVE OF SOCIAL HOUSING COMING UP
There are too few affordable houses in Overijse. As a result, young people - our friends, our children have left Overijse to buy or rent a house somewhere else. Applying for social housing was not an
option: there were hardly any. In a survey in 2007 we scored worse than our neighboring
municipalities. At the time, the intention was to create 214 extra social housing units between 2008
and 2025. Eleven years later, only 69 were effectively built.
Bruno Eugène
Member of the Special Committee
for Social Services
Bruno.eugene@skynet.be
The current local authority, with Groen responsible for social policy, wants to try to close the huge
gap of 145 much-needed social housing units before 2025. Following projects are planned
(estimates):
- Fazantenlaan and Koninginnelaan (Maleizen): 20 social housing units
- Fortis building (Maleizen): 40 housing units
- Solheide (Center); 12 units
- Project Groothuys (Center): 25 to 28 units.
The waiting lists indicate that there is more demand for smaller housing units of 1 or 2 people than
before. This is what we are aiming for in project Groothuys. Young families can turn to the other
three projects. We have not reached 145 yet, but we are working on it.
We believe that a municipality like Overijse should have a fully-fledged plan regarding social housing,
and we do want to speed up this plan in collaboration with our coalition partners. Everyone is
entitled to an adapted, comfortable and affordable home. For the new and old houses we will also
pay attention to proper insulation and see to what extent solar panels can be installed. Everyone will
be better off: tenants, owners, the municipality and the environment.
Filling up the backlog by 2025 is a challenge. But the many people on the waiting lists have
something to look forward to: affordable housing for each category of applicants.

SAFE SCHOOL ROUTES
We are only inclined to send our children to school by bike if it is safe. This is why we start a
project that every school can join: route2school.be.
Every school that signs in will have the opportunity to explore walking routes outside the school with
the children (and parents). We will look at the school environment through children's eyes. They will
point out the bottlenecks and safety issues. Together we come up with solutions and try to realize
those solutions as quickly as possible. In this project we are assisted by the Province of Flemish
Brabant and the Flemish Traffic Science Foundation.

Children must find their way to school independently on safer routes

SHARED CARS AND A FAST BUS
As from 2022, there will be an express bus to Brussels from the Leegheid, via Maleizen using the bus
lane on the E411 (with a bus stop on the speedway in Jezus-Eik) during rush hours. This way you can
get to Brussels faster by bus than by car. We also planned a late nightbus from Brussels to Overijse.
We want to extend possibilities to take the bus to Brussels. Or you take your bike, using the bicycle
speedway. Maybe this might consider you to get rid of the second car. It will safe you a fortune every
year. Should you need an extra car every now and then? Then sign up for a shared car. In the long
run we want to park shared cars in every village center. A handy and cheap addition to your mobility
options.

WELFARE CENTRE FOR ALL
Access to assistance should be as simple as possible. Anyone who has a question or a problem
related to welfare, care, health, childcare, parenting, education, house cleaning services, family care,
etc., should no longer ask themselves which institution or organization they can turn to. Everything
will be located in the welfare centre or “Welzijnshuis”.

« Access to assistance should become as
simple as possible »
Myriam Vanderlinden
« Schepen » for social affairs

It is particularly frustrating that the people most in need of help do not find their way through the
labyrinth of services and facilities. The Welzijnshuis will be an open house, in the Vuurmolen, where,
in addition to the services of the municipality, all other services offered in the sector (CAW, het Huis
van het Kind, the Welzijnskoepel ...) will be present. “We are on a roll and the Welfare House should
see light somewhere mid to end 2022 “: Myriam Vanderlinden summarizes the plan. “Bringing all
services under one roof will create a real network of partners and volunteers, each with their own
expertise. By bringing all the expertise together you will see that one plus one is more than two”.
To make this project work, all partners will be involved in its realization. In addition, we want to hire
a "neighborhood-oriented care" employee. He or she will take the care services to the residential
areas, especially to the citizens most in need of the first-line assistance that the many services offer.

